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This Sixth Edition of The Generic Challenge provides important new updates on
current regulatory, legal and commercial issues affecting brand and generic
pharmaceutical products, including new laws establishing generics for biologics,
and changes brought about by the recently enacted America Invents Act. It
explains clearly and understandably the roles of patents, FDA regulation of drugs
and the Hatch Waxman Act in commercial drug development in light of generic
challenges and how improvements in innovative drug products provide benefits
to patients while extending the commercial lives of the drugs. There is simply no
other book of its kind on this important subject.
This dissertation examines the law and economics of generic drug entry, and the
problems that arise from specific U.S. regulatory arrangements that govern
innovation and competition in the market for patented pharmaceuticals. As
Chapter 1 explains, competitive entry by generic drug makers is limited by both
patents and industry-specific regulation, which together provide the means for
brand-name drug makers to avoid competition and thereby recoup large
investments in research, development, and testing. At the same time, the
complex rules of the Hatch-Waxman Act furnish a pathway by which generic drug
makers may challenge the validity or scope of brand-name patents, with a view to
entering the market with a competing product prior to patent expiration. The
subsequent chapters examine several aspects of the competitive interaction
between brand-name and generic drug makers. Chapter 2 analyzes settlements
of patent litigation between brand-name and generic drug makers, in which the
brand-name firm pays the generic firm in exchange for delayed market entry.
Such pay-for-delay settlements are an important, unresolved question in U.S.
antitrust policy. The analysis reveals that the pay-for-delay settlement problem is
more severe than has been commonly understood. Several specific features of
the Act—in particular, a 180-day bounty granted to certain generic drug makers as
an incentive to pursue pre-expiration entry—widen the potential for anticompetitive
harm from pay-for-delay settlements, compared to the usual understanding. In
addition, I show that settlements are "innovation inefficient" as a means of
providing profits and hence ex ante innovation incentives to brand-name drug
makers. To the extent that Congress established a preferred tradeoff between
innovation and competition when it passed the Act, settlements that implement a
different, less competition-protective tradeoff are particularly problematic from an
antitrust standpoint. Chapter 3 synthesizes available public information about payfor-delay settlements in order to offer a new account of the extent and evolution
of settlement practice. The analysis draws upon a novel dataset of 143 such
settlements. The analysis uncovers an evolution in the means by which a brandname firm can pay a generic firm to delay entry, including a variety of complex
"side deals" by which a brand-name firm can compensate a generic firm in a
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disguised fashion. It also reveals several novel forms of regulatory avoidance.
The analysis in the chapter suggests that, as a matter of institutional choice, an
expert agency is in a relatively good position to conduct the aggregate analysis
needed to identify an optimal antitrust rule. Chapter 4 examines the co-evolution
of increased brand-name patenting and increased generic pre-expiration
challenges. It draws upon a second novel dataset of drug approvals, applications,
patents, and other drug characteristics. Its first contribution is to chart the growth
of patent portfolios and pre-expiration challenges. Over time, patenting has
increased, measured by the number of patents per drug and the length of the
nominal patent term. During the same period, challenges have increased as well,
and drugs are challenged sooner, relative to brand-name approval. The analysis
shows that brand-name sales, a proxy for the profitability of the drug, have a
positive effect on the likelihood of generic challenge, consistent with the view that
patents that later prove to be valuable receive greater ex post scrutiny. The
likelihood of challenge also varies by patent type and timing of expiration.
Conditional on sales and other drug characteristics, drugs with weaker patents,
particularly those that expire later than a drug's basic compound patent, face a
significantly higher likelihood of challenge. Though the welfare implications of
Hatch-Waxman patent challenge provisions are complicated, these results
suggest these challenges serve a useful purpose, in promoting
This dissertation examines the law and economics of generic drug entry, and the
problems that arise from specific U.S. regulatory arrangements that govern
innovation and competition in the market for patented pharmaceuticals. As
Chapter 1 explains, competitive entry by generic drug makers is limited by both
patents and industry-specific regulation, which together provide the means for
brand-name drug makers to avoid competition and thereby recoup large
investments in research, development, and testing. At the same time, the
complex rules of the Hatch-Waxman Act furnish a pathway by which generic drug
makers may challenge the validity or scope of brand-name patents, with a view to
entering the market with a competing product prior to patent expiration. The
subsequent chapters examine several aspects of the competitive interaction
between brand-name and generic drug makers. Chapter 2 analyzes settlements
of patent litigation between brand-name and generic drug makers, in which the
brand-name firm pays the generic firm in exchange for delayed market entry.
Such pay-for-delay settlements are an important, unresolved question in U.S.
antitrust policy. The analysis reveals that the pay-for-delay settlement problem is
more severe than has been commonly understood. Several specific features of
the Act--in particular, a 180-day bounty granted to certain generic drug makers as
an incentive to pursue pre-expiration entry--widen the potential for
anticompetitive harm from pay-for-delay settlements, compared to the usual
understanding. In addition, I show that settlements are "innovation inefficient" as
a means of providing profits and hence ex ante innovation incentives to brandname drug makers. To the extent that Congress established a preferred tradeoff
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between innovation and competition when it passed the Act, settlements that
implement a different, less competition-protective tradeoff are particularly
problematic from an antitrust standpoint. Chapter 3 synthesizes available public
information about pay-for-delay settlements in order to offer a new account of the
extent and evolution of settlement practice. The analysis draws upon a novel
dataset of 143 such settlements. The analysis uncovers an evolution in the
means by which a brand-name firm can pay a generic firm to delay entry,
including a variety of complex "side deals" by which a brand-name firm can
compensate a generic firm in a disguised fashion. It also reveals several novel
forms of regulatory avoidance. The analysis in the chapter suggests that, as a
matter of institutional choice, an expert agency is in a relatively good position to
conduct the aggregate analysis needed to identify an optimal antitrust rule.
Chapter 4 examines the co-evolution of increased brand-name patenting and
increased generic pre-expiration challenges. It draws upon a second novel
dataset of drug approvals, applications, patents, and other drug characteristics.
Its first contribution is to chart the growth of patent portfolios and pre-expiration
challenges. Over time, patenting has increased, measured by the number of
patents per drug and the length of the nominal patent term. During the same
period, challenges have increased as well, and drugs are challenged sooner,
relative to brand-name approval. The analysis shows that brand-name sales, a
proxy for the profitability of the drug, have a positive effect on the likelihood of
generic challenge, consistent with the view that patents that later prove to be
valuable receive greater ex post scrutiny. The likelihood of challenge also varies
by patent type and timing of expiration. Conditional on sales and other drug
characteristics, drugs with weaker patents, particularly those that expire later
than a drug's basic compound patent, face a significantly higher likelihood of
challenge. Though the welfare implications of Hatch-Waxman patent challenge
provisions are complicated, these results suggest these challenges serve a
useful purpose, in promoting scrutiny of low quality and late-expiring patents.
Explains clearly and understandably the role of patents, FDA regulations of
generic drugs and the Hatch Waxman Act on conventional and biological drug
product development today and how directed innovation can result in enhanced
care for patients while extending the commercial lives of the drugs. The Generic
Challenge is a must-read for pharmaceutical executives and managers, and
regulatory, legal, business development, R&D and strategic marketing
professionals and anyone who has an interest in the future of the leading
American pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries and the high value jobs
they provide. It explains clearly and understandably the role of patents, FDA
regulation of generic drugs and the Hatch Waxman Act on drug development
today and how improvements in innovative drug products provide enhanced
benefits to patients while extending the commercial lives of the drugs. There is
simply no other book of its kind available on this important subject. REVIEWS I
read The Generic Challenge in one evening. It is easy to read, anecdotal and
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short. It is hard to believe that so much information and seasoned advice is
packed into this little book. Patents and FDA Exclusivity form the bedrock
foundation of today's pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries. I would
recommend this book to virtually everyone working in those industries -- from the
CEO down to the drug reps and lab techs -- regardless of whether they will deal
directly with patents. DENNIS CROUCH, Associate Professor of Law, University
of Missouri, Editor of Patently-O.com
Presenting detailed analysis of the industrialization of pharmaceutical patents in
China, this timely book explores a range of related topics including a comparison
of the ideal and existing state of the pharmaceutical market and patent
industrialization. It argues that the core purpose of the industrialization of
pharmaceutical patents is to promote the development of the local
pharmaceutical industry whilst also protecting society’s right to safe and effective
medication.
. . . a gratifying collection of informed and engaging contributions. John A.
Tessensohn, European Intellectual Property Review The importance of
intellectual property rights is now well established as a vital component in the
success of firms and nations. The diverse contributors to this volume, drawn from
the fields of law, business and economics, clarify and analyze the problems and
promise of IP policy from a global perspective. They discuss both developed and
emerging nations and advance the understanding of this increasingly important
topic. The articles address issues from an interdisciplinary focus with an
emphasis on current topical issues. Topics addressed include intellectual rights
protection in emerging nations such as China, an exploration of a specific crossnational intellectual property perspective, strategies for protecting intellectual
property rights, and a guide to understanding emerging and non-western legal
systems. A mix of theoretical and practical observations helps the reader
navigate the increasingly international topic of intellectual property as well as
offers strategies for optimal utilization of intellectual property assets. The volume
serves well both as a solution-oriented book and as a tool for facilitating further
discussion and analysis in the classroom. Scholars and students in law, business
and economics, as well as business practitioners interested in a global
perspective on IP policy, will enjoy this book.
Scientific and technological innovations are forcing the inadequacies of patent law into
the spotlight. Robin Feldman explains why patents are causing so much trouble. She
urges lawmakers to focus on crafting rules that anticipate future bargaining, not on the
impossible task of assigning precise boundaries to rights when an invention is new.
LAW AND ETHICS FOR PHARMACY TECHNICIANS, 2nd Edition explores the legal
and ethical landscape surrounding pharmacy technician careers today. Interactive and
thought-provoking, the text uses case studies to draw you into real-life legal and ethical
dilemmas, which enhances critical thinking and broadens your perspectives. Beginning
with an overview of liability as it applies to pharmacy technicians, chapters progress
through state and federal regulations, ethics in pharmacy practice, HIPAA, workplace
safety, and other key topics recommended by the Pharmacy Technician Certification
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Board (PTCB) and the American Society of Health System Pharmacists (ASHP).
Engaging features also include end-of-chapter questions, highlighted state regulations,
a glossary, and eight in-depth appendices on important topics ranging from Medication
Errors to State Boards. More than a text, LAW AND ETHICS FOR PHARMACY
TECHNICIANS, 2nd Edition is an essential reference that helps you thrive in your everexpanding pharmacy technician role and at any stage of your career. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
The Generic Challenge is a must-read for pharmaceutical executives and managers,
and regulatory, legal, business development, R&D and strategic marketing
professionals and anyone who has an interest in the future of the leading American
pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries and the high value jobs they provide. It
explains clearly and understandably the role of patents, FDA regulation of generic
drugs and the Hatch Waxman Act on drug development today and how improvements
in innovative drug products provide enhanced benefits to patients while extending the
commercial lives of the drugs.There is simply no other book of its kind available on this
important subject. REVIEWS "I read The Generic Challenge in one evening. It is easy
to read, anecdotal and short. It is hard to believe that so much information and
seasoned advice is packed into this little book. Patents and FDA Exclusivity form the
bedrock foundation of today's pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries. I would
recommend this book to virtually everyone working in those industries -- from the CEO
down to the drug reps and lab techs -- regardless of whether they will deal directly with
patents." Dennis Crouch, Associate Professor of Law, University of Missouri, Editor of
Patently-O.com "An extraordinary book full of practical, strategic information on the
interaction of drug creation, law and regulatory approval. Provides a perceptive and
insightful analysis of patent and regulatory laws affecting drug development. A mustread for anyone associated with a pharmaceutical company, from mangers and CEOs
to CFOs and regulatory professionals, The Generic Challenge will guide readers
through the many legal and business pitfalls that arise at every stage of their business."
Stephen R. Albainy-Jenei, Attorney at Law, Editor of PatentBaristas.com
Preformulation studies are the physical, chemical, and biological studies needed to
characterize a drug substance for enabling the proper design of a drug product,
whereas the effectiveness of a drug product is determined during the formulation
studies phase. Though the two disciplines overlap in practice, each is a significantly
distinct phase of
This one-stop reference systematically covers key aspects in early drug development
that are directly relevant to the discovery phase and are required for first-in-human
studies. Its broad scope brings together critical knowledge from many disciplines,
ranging from process technology to pharmacology to intellectual property issues. After
introducing the overall early development workflow, the critical steps of early drug
development are described in a sequential and enabling order: the availability of the
drug substance and that of the drug product, the prediction of pharmacokinetics and
-dynamics, as well as that of drug safety. The final section focuses on intellectual
property aspects during early clinical development. The emphasis throughout is on
recent case studies to exemplify salient points, resulting in an abundance of practiceoriented information that is usually not available from other sources. Aimed at medicinal
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chemists in industry as well as academia, this invaluable reference enables readers to
understand and navigate the challenges in developing clinical candidate molecules that
can be successfully used in phase one clinical trials.
This text addresses critical and timely questions in patent law from a truly global
perspective, with contributions from leading patent law scholars from various countries
and various disciplines. The rich scholarship featured reflects on a wide range of
perspectives, offering insights and new approaches to evaluating key institutional,
economic, doctrinal, and practical issues that are at the forefront of efforts to reform the
global patent system, and to reconfigure geo-political interests in on-going multilateral,
trilateral, and bilateral initiatives.

This publication examines how drug originator manufacturers manage to shield
their products from competition. It characterizes the pharmaceutical industry in
detail and analyzes actions that violate antitrust laws in the USA and/or the
European Union. The publication examines, for example, pay-for-delay
strategies, market foreclosure, resale price maintenance, but also mergers and
acquisitions, while taking into account market specificities such as the unique
research and development process. The study explains why drug prices
sometimes remain at elevated levels even after the drug’s patent protection has
expired. Knowing the characteristics of such anticompetitive strategies helps
customers such as health insurance companies to develop effective counterstrategies.
The Generic ChallengeUnderstanding Patents, FDA and Pharmaceutical LifeCycle Management (Sixth Edition)BrownWalker Press
'A major contribution to the literature on the role of intellectual property rights
(IPR) for the financing of innovation. The book is extensively researched and
provides compelling insights for IPR managers, technology investors and
policymakers trying to promote the efficiency of capital markets and national
systems of innovation.' Knut Blind, Berlin University of Technology, Germany
Following the transition of industrial nations to knowledge economies, the
financing of technological innovation has become a central issue in public policy,
corporate finance and business management. This detailed book examines the
role of intellectual property rights in facilitating the financing of technological
innovation as well as the role of policy makers, investors and managers in this
process. The book's central finding is that public policy plays a key role in
promoting the corporate disclosure of intellectual property-related information to
enhance the efficiency of capital markets. This not only reduces the costs of
capital for technology-driven firms but ultimately spurs innovation and economic
growth. Intellectual Property Rights and the Financing of Technological
Innovation will strongly appeal to research students and academics, policy
makers, intellectual property professionals, equity analysts, credit rating analysts
and executives in the pharmaceutical industry.
The third edition of this best-selling book continues to offer a user-friendly, stepby-step introduction to all the key processes involved in bringing a drug to the
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market, including the performance of pre-clinical studies, the conduct of human
clinical trials, regulatory controls, and even the manufacturing processes for
pharmaceutical products. Concise and easy to read, Drugs: From Discovery to
Approval, Third Edition quickly introduces basic concepts, then moves on to
discuss target selection and the drug discovery process for both small and large
molecular drugs. The third edition incorporates the latest developments and
updates in the pharmaceutical community, provides more comprehensive
coverage of topics, and includes more materials and case studies suited to
college and university use. Biotechnology is a dynamic field with changes across
R&D, clinical trials, manufacturing and regulatory processes, and the third edition
of the text provides timely updates for those in this rapidly growing field.
The Globalization of Health Care is the first book to offer a comprehensive legal
and ethical analysis of the most interesting and broadest reaching development
in health care of the last twenty years: its globalization. It ties together the
manifestation of this globalization in four related subject areas - medical tourism,
medical migration (the physician "brain drain"), telemedicine, and pharmaceutical
research and development, and integrates them in a philosophical discussion of
issues of justice and equity relating to the globalization of health care. The time
for such an examination is right. Medical tourism and telemedicine are growing
multi-billion-dollar industries affecting large numbers of patients. The U.S. heavily
depends on foreign-trained doctors to staff its health care system, and nearly
forty percent of clinical trials are now run in the developing world, with indications
of as much of a 10-fold increase in the past 20 years. NGOs across the world are
agitating for increased access to necessary pharmaceuticals in the developing
world, claiming that better access to medicine would save millions from early
death at a relatively low cost. Coming on the heels of the most expansive reform
to U.S. health care in fifty years, this book plots the ways in which this
globalization will develop as the reform is implemented.
Access to medicine is a topic of widespread interest. However, some issues that
impact such access are presently inadequately understood. In particular,
international laws require most nations to provide patents on drugs, resulting in
premium prices that limit access. In Access to Medicine in the Global Economy,
Professor Cynthia Ho explains such laws and their impact for a diverse group of
readers, from scholars and policy makers to students in a variety of disciplines.
This book explains and interprets important international agreements, beginning
with the landmark Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property
(TRIPS), but also including more recent free trade agreements and the pending
Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA). Professor Ho addresses
controversial topics, such as when a nation can provide a compulsory license, as
well as whether a nation may suspend in-transit generic goods. The book also
discusses how patent-like rights (such as "data exclusivity") prevent lower-cost
generic medicines from entering into the marketplace and provides strategies for
minimizing the harm of such rights. Clear explanations and diagrams, frequently
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asked questions, and case studies make these topics accessible to any reader.
The case studies also provide a theory of patent perspectives that helps explain
why access to medicine, though a universal goal, remains elusive in practice.
The book aims to provide an important first step toward eventual workable
solutions by promoting a better understanding of existing and future laws that
impact access to medicine.
This Fourth Edition of The Generic Challenge provides important new updates on
current regulatory, legal and commercial issues affecting brand and generic
pharmaceutical products, including new laws establishing generics for biologics,
and changes brought about by the recently enacted America Invents Act. It
explains clearly and understandably the roles of patents, FDA regulation of drugs
and the Hatch Waxman Act in commercial drug development in light of generic
challenges and how improvements in innovative drug products provide benefits
to patients while extending the commercial lives of the drugs. There is simply no
other book of its kind available on this important subject.
What new theories, evidence, and policies have shaped health economics in the
21st century? Editors Mark Pauly, Thomas McGuire, and Pedro Pita Barros
assemble the expertise of leading authorities in this survey of substantive issues.
In 16 chapters they cover recent developments in health economics, from
medical spending growth to the demand for health care, the markets for
pharmaceutical products, the medical workforce, and equity in health and health
care. Its global perspective, including an emphasis on low and middle-income
countries, will result in the same high citations that made Volume 1 (2000) a
foundational text. Presents coherent summaries of major subjects and
methodologies, marking important advances and revisions. Serves as a
frequently used non-journal reference. Introduces non-economists to the best
research in health economics.
Modern Pharmaceutical Industry: A Primer comprehensively explains the broad
range of divisions in the complex pharmaceutical industry. Experts actively
involved in each component discuss their own contribution to a pharmaceutical
company's work and success. Divisions include regulatory affairs, research and
development, intellectual property, pricing, marketing, generics, OTC, and more.
The seventeen chapters included in this resource offer a wide range of topics,
from discovery and formulation to post-approval and legal. Readers will be given
a detailed look at the structure of a contemporary drug company and a thorough
understanding of what goes on behind the scenes. Modern Pharmaceutical
Industry: A Primer is a valuable resource for all pharmacy students, new hires at
pharmaceutical companies, drug company management, and academic health
center libraries. No other text provides a comprehensive look at one of the most
dynamic industries related to the modern healthcare system.
Boosting Pharmaceutical Innovation In The Post-TRIPS Era investigates the
concept of innovation and illustrates the crucial role that patent strategies play
within processes of pharmaceutical innovation. Drawing on extensive country and
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company case studies, it identifies the key issues relevant to the revival of local
pharmaceutical industries.
This Fifth Edition of The Generic Challenge provides important new updates on
current regulatory, legal and commercial issues affecting brand and generic
pharmaceutical products, including new laws establishing generics for biologics,
and changes brought about by the recently enacted America Invents Act. It
explains clearly and understandably the roles of patents, FDA regulation of drugs
and the Hatch Waxman Act in commercial drug development in light of generic
challenges and how improvements in innovative drug products provide benefits
to patients while extending the commercial lives of the drugs. There is simply no
other book of its kind on this important subject.
The growing area of peptide and protein therapeutics research is of paramount
importance to medical application and advancement. A needed reference for
entry level researchers and researchers working in interdisciplinary / collaborative
projects, Peptide and Protein Delivery addresses the current and emerging
routes for delivery of therapeutics. Covering cerebral delivery, pulmonary
delivery, transdermal delivery, intestinal delivery, ocular delivery, parenteral
delivery, and nasal delivery, this resource offers an overview of the main routes
in therapeutics. Researchers across biochemistry, pharmaceutical, molecular
biology, cell biology, immunology, chemistry and biotechnology fields will find this
publication invaluable for peptide and protein laboratory research. Discusses the
most recent data, ideas and concepts Presents case studies and an industrial
perspective Details information from the molecular level to bioprocessing
Thought provoking, for the novice to the specialist Timely, for today's
biopharmaceuticals market
At the very heart of modern healthcare is a critical paradox. Today, as never
before, healthcare has the ability to enhance the quality and duration of life. At
the same time, healthcare has become so enormously costly that it can easily
bankrupt governments and impoverish individuals and families. According to
federal forecasters, by the year 2015 one in every five U.S. dollars will be spent
on healthcare, for total annual healthcare spending of more than $4 trillion. While
the cost of healthcare is going up, the number of individuals and families without
health insurance coverage is increasing. For many, the miracles of modern
medicine may be unaffordable. Health services research investigates the
relationship between the factors of cost, quality, and access to healthcare and
their impact upon medical outcomes (i.e., death, disease, disability, discomfort,
and dissatisfaction with care). Health services research addresses such key
questions as, Why is the cost of healthcare always increasing? How can
healthcare costs be successfully contained without jeopardizing quality? How can
medical errors be eliminated? What is the medical impact of not having health
insurance coverage? The proposed encyclopedia addresses these and other
important questions and issues.
Public health, safety and access to reasonably priced medicine are common
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policy goals of pharmaceutical regulations. As both the context for innovation and
competitive structure change, industry actors dynamically challenge the balance
between the incentive for protection and the achievement of those policy goals.
Considering the arguments from the perspectives of innovation, competition law
and patent law, this book explores the difficult question of balancing protection
with access, highlighting the difficulties in harmonization and coordination. The
contributors to this book, including academics, judges and practitioners from
Europe, the US and Japan, explore to what extent patent strategies and life-cycle
management practices take advantage of patent laws and health-care regulation
and disrupt the necessary balance between incentives for innovation and access
to affordable medicine and health care. Addressing fundamental questions in the
field of pharmaceutical innovation, this book will appeal to scholars and
practitioners in intellectual property, competition law and life sciences regulation,
as well as pharmaceutical companies and regulators.
Basic principles -- Patent claims -- Patent-eligible subject matter --The
enablement requirement -- Best mode requirement --Written description of the
invention requirement -- Novelty and no loss of right -- Inventorship-- The
nonobviousness requirement --The utility requirement -- Patent prosecution
procedures in the USPTO -- Double patenting.
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